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According to the simplest model of the earth’s radiative balance, global warming will occur with
certainty as humankind increases its production and consumption of nonsolar energy. This
prediction is revisited, using a broader model that allows the greenhouse effect to be considered. The
new model predicts a global warming ofDTE5(114 K)«, where« is the rate of surface energy
release in units of the average incident solar radiation, 342 W m22, and DTE is the average
temperature rise at the earth’s surface. Present values of these quantities, excluding geothermal
sources, are«50.6931024 and DTE57.9 mK. The model assigns a small number of optical
parameters to the atmosphere and surface and qualifies the simple warming prediction: It is rigorous
only if parameters other than« are unchanged. The model is not complex and should serve as an aid
to an elementary understanding of global warming. ©1999 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The simplest model for the earth’s radiation balance1 por-
trays the planet as a spherical blackbody or ‘‘black ba
receiving radiation from the sun, which is also considered
a blackbody with an effective temperature of 5800 K. In t
steady state, the model black ball has a temperature of
K, which is remarkably close to 288 K, the average tempe
ture at the earth’s surface.2,3 This temperature is currentl
measured globally by satellite sensing of the microwave
diation from certain transitions in the oxygen molecule4 and
by more conventional weather balloon and surface sens5

Photographs of the earth show that it is hardly black a
has considerable reflectivity. Nonetheless, the better-th
order-of-magnitude success of the black-ball model enco
aged Rose6,7 to use it to point out that as humans produ
and consume energy that is not of current solar origin,
temperature of the earth rises. Rose warned that the incr
would become significant if this human activity were to i
crease by a factor of 10 and possibly dangerous if it were
increase by another factor of 10.

It is well established that the greenhouse effect8–11 is re-
sponsible for keeping the temperature near the the ea
surface higher than its effective radiative temperature. T
greenhouse effect is due to the atmosphere behaving di
ently with respect to incoming~mainly visible-ultraviolet!
and outgoing~mainly infrared! radiation. The surface an
lower troposphere exchange energy with the upper at
sphere, which radiates at a lower temperature.10 With its
single temperature parameter the black-ball model is ne
sarily silent about the greenhouse effect. We therefore
whether, and how, Rose’s argument should be modified.

Current discussions on long-term changes in the sur
temperature of the earth deal with the possible effect of
man activities. These discussions rarely include Rose’s
ergy effect itself, because it is quite small. Our model is a
to address the broader human effect as well as the R
effect through its reflectivity, emissivity, and absorptivity p
rameters. External factors also affect the surface tempera
The solar radiation intensity varies12 and changes in the sola
wind may affect the atmosphere’s optical parameters.13 A
general climatological approach to global warming is w
beyond the scope of this paper, but the reader can find po
of entry into the literature in texts,2,14,15reviews,10,16,17and in
a Resource Letter.18 The story of the development of a mod
ern interest in global warming has been told by Weart.19
1227 Am. J. Phys.67 ~12!, December 1999
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In Sec. II the model on which the original Rose calculati
is based is described and expanded into a two-layer, t
temperature model. In Sec. III surface energy release is
troduced and its consequences evaluated. The sensitivi
the average surface temperature to each of the model pa
eters is calculated. In Sec. IV, we compare the tempera
changes caused by human energy production with glo
temperature variations of similar orders of magnitude a
discuss some of the issues raised by the new model.
brief problems~with answers! are found at the end of the
paper.

II. THE ELEMENTARY MODEL AND THE
GREENHOUSE EFFECT

A. Introduction: The black-ball model and an extended
model

The solar flux density incident on a plane normal to t
propagation direction at the earth20 is 1368 W m22 and is
called the solar constant. Expressed as an average ove
surface and over time, it is reduced by a factor of 4 to
effective solar constant ofS05342 W m22. The factor of 4
may be understood as follows: Energy is captured from s
flux in accordance with the cross section of the earth~pRE

2 ,
whereRE is the earth’s radius! and in steady state is radiate
from a total area 4pRE

2 . Therefore the ratio of the outgoin
flux density to the full solar constant is 1/4. We will refer
S0 as the solar constant in keeping with common usage
steady-state modeling. The flows are sketched in Fig. 1~a!.

The temperatureTE required of a blackbody to radiat
with flux densitySE is obtained from the Stefan–Boltzman
law,

SE5sTE
4 , ~1!

where s55.670531028 W m22 K24. We takeSE5S0 and
TE5(SE /s)1/45279 K. As sketched in Fig. 1~b!, when a
realistic reflectivity of 35% is introduced, the ball needs
radiate only 222 W m22. Including this factor not only
reduces the predicted surface temperature to@(0.65
3342)/s#1/45(222/s)1/45250 K, but also raises the ques
tion of the validity of using the blackbody at all in the mode
We will return to this question after a look at Rose’s app
cation of the simple model.
1227© 1999 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Human activity produces additional power output fro
fossil fuels and nuclear sources that must be dissipated in
steady state. Because neither convection nor conductio
available to the isolated earth, its rate of radiation and the
fore its temperature must increase:

SE1DS5s~TE1DTE!4, ~2!

where DS is the additional time-and-surface averaged fl
density andDTE is the associated temperature rise. Ene
derived from sources associated with contemporary solar
ergy such as wind, water power, and photovoltaic cells
excluded fromDS. With «8[DS/SE , we write

DTE5TE@~11«8!1/421# ——→
«8!1

~TE/4!«8. ~3!

As we will see below,«8 is currently of order 1024, so the
approximate form is adequate in practice.

Using Eq. ~3!, Rose6 discussed the temperature rise th
would occur if humans were to increase their energy c
sumption. He pointed out that increasing«8 to 0.1 or 1 would
be disastrous~DTE57 and 55 K, respectively! and settled on
a value of«850.01 as the ‘‘absolute upper limit,’’ for which
DTE'1 K. He chose this limit because6 ‘‘experts may dis-
agree on whether such a temperature rise would have m
@deleterious# effects . . . .’’

Rose dismissed the greenhouse effect as a mere wak
call: ‘‘It is a lucky accident that it alerts us to serious
consider a change in world energy supply’’~Ref. 7, p. 159!.
His concerns seem well worth revisiting in the context o
model that accounts for reflectivity and does not autom
cally preclude a greenhouse effect.

B. A two-temperature, two-layer model

We seek an understanding at the simplest meaningful l
and consider two layers whose temperatures are differ

Fig. 1. ~a! Energy flow in the simplest model of the earth in radiative stea
state. Absorptivities and emissivities are taken to be unity and the incom
solar flux density is 342 W m22. Radiative dissipation of this flux densit
necessitates a surface temperature of 279 K. In this and similar figures
densities are assumed to be global and are given in terms of their time
geometrically averaged values in W m22. Horizontal arrows represent th
redistribution of the energy at the surface.~b! The same as~a! except for the
assumption of a 35% reflectivity. The surface temperature adjusts to 25
1228 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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Such a two-layer model, which in its present form dates b
to Arrhenius,9 makes use of the fact that the radiation i
volved can be discussed in terms of two distinct spec
regions, the near-infrared-visible-ultraviolet~‘‘UV’’ ! and the
infrared ~IR!. The importance of the distinction is that im
portant atmospheric constituents differ greatly in their opti
properties in the two regions. In particular, IR radiation e
counters heavy absorption by water vapor and carbon d
ide while UV radiation does not.21 There is a fairly natural
split between these regions at a wavelength of about 3mm
~Fig. 2!. Unless precise values of parameters are required
dividing line between the two regions is inconsequential a
can be placed anywhere in the largely transparent red
infrared region of the spectrum.

The two-layer model does not appear in many phys
texts despite its simplicity and importance.22 The general
principle is brought out in Fig. 3~a!, the two-layer generali-
zation of Fig 1~a!. We will set up equations that determin
the steady-state temperatures of the two layers. The ea
surface, the lower layer, will be assigned a temperatureTE

and an average UV reflectivityr S . As before, it will emit in
the IR with a flux densitySE5sTE

4 because it is assigne
100% absorptivity in that region. The atmosphere, or up
layer, is more detailed. If it were a perfect blackbody radia
at a temperatureTA , its surface emission flux density woul
be SA5sTA

4 . We assign the layer an IR absorptivityg,
which by Kirchhoff’s law dictates an identical value for it
emissivity, so that radiation occurs with a flux densitygSA .
The upper layer is also given two UV properties that can
varied, namely, an average UV reflectivityr A and the frac-
tion f of nonreflected incident UV that is absorbed. Compl
ing the list of six variable parameters in the model areS0 ,
discussed above, andSNR, a nonradiative flux density esti
mated to have a rate of 100 W m22 ~Ref. 10! that takes en-
ergy from the lower layer to the upper layer through conv
tion and latent heat of evaporation. This convective fl
density enters as the parameterh5SNR/S0 .

The number of parameters in the model is kept small
assuming that all IR incident at the surface is absorbed,
no IR is reflected by either the surface or the atmosphere,

y
g

ux
nd

K.

Fig. 2. The blackbody spectrum of the earth and the sun, assumed to
288 and 5800 K, respectively, are seen to occupy nearly disjoint region
the spectrum. On this plot, which expresses the distributions in terms of
density per energy bandwidth, the sun’s distribution, scaled to unity, pe
at 1.39 eV~889 nm!. The 288 K curve has been multiplied by 7000, but
otherwise scaled correctly. Choosing 0.40 eV~3.1 mm! as a boundary, we
find that 2% of the 5800 K energy lies in the infrared and 0.008% of
288-K energy lies in the visible-ultraviolet.
1228Robert S. Knox
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that the UV reflectivityr A is the same at the top and botto
of the upper layer. Our convention allows the absorption
well as reflection parameters to range simply from 0 to 1
summary, five material parameters have been introduced
upper-layer absorptivitiesf and g, the UV reflectivitiesr A

andr S , and one parameterh for the net upward nonradiativ
flow.

Our strategy is to computeTA andTE by finding SA and
SE , the two unknowns that appear linearly in two balan
equations. Setting up the equations is straightforward bu
complicated by the fact that surface UV reflectivity implies
second encounter with the surface, a third with the up
level, and so on, all of which generate an infinite multip
reflection sum. The upper-layer balance equation is

@ f 1 f ~12r A!kmr S~12 f !#~12r A!S01gSE1SNR

52gSA , ~4a!

where the terms on the left are inputs and the one on the r
is the output. The first term on the left is the UV input, whi
is proportional to the initially received nonreflected flux de
sity (12r A)S0 . The factor in square brackets contains t
primary UV absorptivityf and a term representing the a
sorption of the multiply reflected secondary UV~see Appen-
dix A!. The multiple-reflection parameterkm is given by
km[1/(12r Ar S)>1. The termgSE is the absorbed fraction
of the surface’s IR emission andSNR is the nonradiative flow
from the surface. A factor of 2 appears on the right beca
the upper layer has two radiating surfaces, one facing
lower layer and one facing outward. Finally,g appears on
the right in its role as IR emissivity.

Fig. 3. ~a! Energy flow in a two-layer model of the earth in radiative stea
state. For this ‘‘maximal greenhouse’’ model, all IR absorptivities and em
sivities are taken to be unity and the UV absorptivity and reflectivities
zero. The upper layer radiates from both its inner and outer surfaces, ca
the need for a higher dissipation at the lower layer. The new flux densit
684 ~see Fig. 1 caption for units! necessitates a surface temperature of 3
K. The upper layer takes on the same temperature as the single layer o
1~a!. ~b! The same as~a! except for the assumption of 35% reflectivity of th
upper layer. The surface temperature adjusts to 298 K. The upper
assumes the same temperature as the single layer of Fig. 1~b!.
1229 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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The UV flux density first arriving at the surface isS1

5(12 f )(12r A)S0 . Of this flux, (12r S)S1 is absorbed and
r SS1 is reflected. As shown in Appendix A, the total flu
density absorbed by the surface is increased by multiple
flections tokm(12r S)S1 . The resulting lower-layer equatio
is

km~12r S!~12 f !~12r A!S01gSA5SE1SNR. ~4b!

In Eq. ~4b! the terms on the left are inputs, namely the U
that is absorbed by the surface in the first and subseq
passes and IR received from the upper layer. On the righ
the output, the sum of the IR and net nonradiative flux d
sities leaving the lower layer.

For simplicity, we have assumed that the total areas of
layer surfaces are equal. Taking the earth’s radius to be
Mm and a typical layer altitude of;10 km, the error pro-
duced by this assumption is approximately 20/64
50.31% in emissions and (20/6400)/450.08% in the tem-
peratures.

Equations~4a! and ~4b! are readily solved if they are re
arranged into matrix form,

S 2g
2g

2g
1 D S SA

SE
D5S AS01SNR

BS02SNR
D5S A1h

B2hDS0 , ~5!

where A5 f (12r A)1 f kmr S(12 f )(12r A)2 and B5km(1
2r S)(12 f )(12r A). The result is

S SA

SE
D5S sTA

4

sTE
4 D 5S 2g

2g
2g
1 D 21S A1h

B2hDS0

5
S0

g~22g!
S A1h1g~B2h!

g~A1h!12g~B2h! D . ~6!

We will discuss some interesting special cases of this s
tion and set up a standard parameter set for discussio
Rose’s ideas and related topics.

It is first useful to examine the ideal two-layer radiativ
model,22 Fig. 3~a!, defined in terms of our parameters byf
50, g51, r A5r S50, andh50. The upper layer transmit
all UV and absorbs all IR. Under these conditions Eqs.~4a!
and ~4b! reduce to

SE52SA , ~7a!

S01SA5SE . ~7b!

The solutions of these equations areSA5S05342 W m22

and SE52S05684 W m22, yielding TE5331 K and TA

5279 K, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. For these ‘‘perfect green
house’’ conditions, the surface is very warm indeed beca
it must dissipate twice as much energy as does the surfac
the single-layer model. If we again account for reflectivity
setting r A50.35, effectively reducingS0 in Eqs. ~7a! and
~7b! to 0.65S0 , we obtain SA5222 W m22 and SE

5444 W m22, implying TE5298 K and TA5250 K, as
shown in Fig. 3~b!. This calculation puts the surface almo
as close to the ‘‘true’’ temperature as it was in the origin
black-ball model; the near-miss suggests adjusting the m
parameters to produce the observed valueTE5288 K.

C. The case of zero reflectivity

Before attempting to fine-tune the model, we consider
case in which the surfaces do not reflect UV and in which
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nonradiative term is absent. The results are instructive
show how an outer layer can act in some cases as a the
shield instead of an amplifier.

Figure 4~a! shows a selected set of computedTE isotherms
as the parametersf and g range from zero to unity. At the
upper left, where (f ,g)5(0, 1), the ‘‘maximal greenhouse’
case is found. As we proceed directly downward on the d
gram, the outgoing IR begins to penetrate the atmosph
Because more energy has escaped, less is reradiated t
surface and the surface temperature drops. The lower
corner (f ,g)5(0,0) represents an ‘‘IR-thin’’ atmosphere th
reproduces the black-ball result at the surface. The at
sphere’s temperatureTA , not shown, has also dropped, b
not to zero; less IR is being absorbed but the rate of emis
is correspondingly smaller by Kirchhoff’s law. Using E
~5!, we find that the limiting value ofTA for f 50 is
279/21/45234 K. An IR-thin and UV-transparent atmosphe
essentially represents removal of the second layer. The p
( f ,g)5(0, 0) is, in fact, pathological because the limitin
value ofTA depends strongly on the value off ~see Problem
3!.

For the casef 5g, we move up the diagonal of Fig. 4~a!
and find that the surface temperature is constant. The sur
loses UV input and makes up the deficit exactly from the
reradiation~see Problem 1!. At ( f ,g)5(1, 1) we find what
one might call ‘‘maximal nuclear winter,’’ a completel
opaque atmosphere that is evoked to various degrees in
cussions of the aftermath of a nuclear war. The tempera
of the atmosphere is againTA5279 K, matching the tem-

Fig. 4. TemperaturesTE of the lower layer~surface! as determined by the
atmospheric absorptivity parametersf and g. In ~a!, the reflectivities are
zero. In ~b!, the reflectivities are those of the standard model~upper layer
25.5%, lower layer 16%!. A very narrow range of values off andg exists
for which the surface may attain a temperature of 288 K.
1230 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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perature of the surface, which is in thermal equilibrium w
the atmosphere~now the surface’s only source of energy!.
While an average temperature of 279 K does not seem
wintry, it is characteristic of the deepest ice-age clima
~;9 K below the current average; see Ref. 15, p. 396!. Even
if we could stand the cold, life as we know it would b
impossible inside this extended black ball because ‘‘hig
quality’’ UV radiation, the very top of the food chain, i
prevented from reaching the surface.

Moving down the right side of Fig. 4~a!, at (f ,g)5(1, 0)
the lowest surface temperatures and the highest atmosp
temperatures to be found anywhere on the diagram
reached. The surface, still seeing only the weakly emitt
atmosphere, has dropped to (279)/21/45234.3 K. The atmo-
sphere’s temperature formally increases without limit b
cause, despite its weak emissivity, it must dispose of vir
ally all the absorbed UV radiation. Wheng51024, for
example, the temperature required to accomplish this em
sion isTA510(279)/21/452343 K. In reality, at these highe
temperatures visible-UV emission from the atmosph
would become important, halting the model-induced div
gence and warming the surface. The model atmospher
this case mimics the existing upper atmosphere, which
physically very thin and yet absorbs UV quite well, reachi
temperatures of about 1000 K in the thermosphere and e
sphere~Ref. 15, p. 63!.

Figure 4~b! shows the effect of including UV reflectivities
The partial symmetry of Fig. 4~a! is gone, and because les
energy is being received by the whole system, the temp
ture at every point is lower. Variations in the temperatu
across the diagram are qualitatively the same but are
severe, and they may be understood generally on the bas
the same physical arguments that were used with Fig. 4~a!.

D. Choice of parameters for a realistic atmosphere

An implementation of the two-layer model will be re
garded as reasonable if it~1! predicts a surface temperatu
of 288 K, ~2! predicts the atmosphere’s temperature of 245
to within a few degrees,23,24 ~3! predicts an albedo, define
as the fraction of the total incident UV returned to space
reflection, in the region of 30%–35%~see Ref. 10, p. 198!,
and ~4! involves parameter values that are compatible w
known properties of the surface and atmosphere. Excep
noted, the following values of the parameters have been
lected on the basis of these criteria and have not been
jected to optimization or independent estimates.

When reflectivity is absent, a wide range of absorptivit
is available for the target surface temperature of 288 K.
narrow the parameter space, we maintainf 50, g51, and
r A50, and introduce a surface reflectivityr S50.150, which
is within the range estimate quoted by Sellers14 and is equal
to the average quoted by Henderson-Sellers and Robin
~Ref. 15, p. 47!. This choice produces an albedo of 15% a
surface temperature of 319 K, neither of which is accepta
As we increase the atmospheric reflectivityr A from its initial
value of zero, it is found that by the time the albedo h
climbed to 37%, the surface temperature has dropped on
295 K. The reasonableness criterion not having been m
adjustments inf , g, andr A must be made. Through a rapidl
converging process of trial and error, our most successfu
has been found to bef 50.080, g50.890, r A50.255, and
r S50.160. Along withh50 they are adopted as standa
1230Robert S. Knox
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model parameters, or in brief ‘‘the standard model.’’ T
predicted albedo is 33%, the atmosphere is at 245 K, and
surface is at 288 K. We claim no uniqueness for this para
eter set, but experience shows that any simple altera
pushes the results away from ‘‘reasonable.’’ The flux den
ties involved with the standard parameter set are show
Fig. 5 and Table I.

An adaptation of the results of climatological estimates
the components of the earth’s energy budget10 is given in
Fig. 6. The agreement with the corresponding componen
Fig. 5 is not bad, considering the simplicity of the two-lay
picture and its associated physics. Quantitative balancin
the flux densities can be seen most easily in the individ
figures, while Table I draws attention to discrepancies
tween the simple treatment and the climatological treatm
Most striking is the fact that the climatologically modele
atmosphere radiates more IR to the surface than it doe
outer space, a fact that probably can be traced to the he
geneity of the temperature distribution of the atmosphere
its internal radiative transfer processes that are absent in
model. Another difference between the two treatments is
much larger amount of UV absorbed in the real atmosph
This second disagreement is qualitatively consistent with
first: The additional downward IR needs a source, part
which is the additional UV absorbed and another part
which is the nonradiative flowSNR. The latter is not in-

Fig. 5. Energy flow in a modified two-layer model of the the earth in ste
state. The parametersf , g, h, r A , r S , and «C are given standard-mode
values to produce a surface temperatureTE5288 K, an atmosphere tem
peratureTA5246 K, and an overall albedo of 33.3%~see the text, Sec
II D !. The dashed arrow represents nonradiative heat flow and the s
arrow ‘‘DS’ ’ represents terrestrial energy inputs such as geothermal
that produced by civilization’s activities. See the caption of Fig. 1 for un
1231 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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cluded in our standard parameter set (h50). Issues associ
ated with nonradiative flow are discussed in Sec. IV C.

III. EFFECTS OF ENERGY SOURCES AT THE
SURFACE

A. Formalism

Nonsolar energy sources at the surface originate prima
in the activity of civilization and in geological phenomen
These sources can be treated in terms of fluxes averaged
the surface, called, respectively,DSC andDSG , and charac-
terized in the usual way by parameters«C5DSC /S0 and
«G5DSG /S0 . They are readily included in the two-laye
formalism as an additional source term for the lower laye

S 2g
2g

2g
1 D S SA

SE
D5S AS01SNR

BS02SNR1DSD5S A1h
B2h1« DS0 ,

~58!

where DS5DSC1DSG and «5«C1«G . All other quanti-
ties are defined as in the original Eq.~5!. The solutions are as
easily modified,

S SA

SE
D5S sTA

4

sTE
4 D 5S 2g

2g
2g
1 D 21S A1h

B2h1« DS0

5
S0

g~22g!
S A1h1g~B2h1«!

g~A1h!12g~B2h1«! D . ~68!

y

all
d
.

Fig. 6. Characterization of the results of more complex atmospheric en
flow calculations in terms of the two-layer picture. The numbers are ada
from a report of Kiehl and Trenberth~Ref. 10! and are discussed in the tex
Sec. II D. See the caption of Fig. 1 for units.
l mean

.

Table I. Comparison of standard two-layer model results with those of estimates of the annual globa
energy budget~Kiehl and Trenberth, Ref. 10!.

Descriptions

Energy
budget

(W m22)

Two-layer
model

(W m22) Two-layer model expression

Solar input 342 342 S0

UV reflected by atmosphere 77 97 r AS0

UV reflected by surface~net! 30 22 (12 f )2kmr S(12r A)S0

UV absorbed by atmosphere 67 19 @ f 1 f kmr S(12 f )(12r A)#(12r A)S05AS0

UV absorbed by surface 168 204 km(12r S)(12 f )(12r A)S05BS0

IR emitted by surface 390 388 SE

IR absorbed by atmosphere 350 349 gSE

IR emitted by atmosphere~up! 195 184 gSA

IR emitted by atmosphere~down! 324 184 gSA

IR to space~total! 235 223 gSA1(12g)SE

Thermals, evapo-transpiration 102 0a hS0

aSee the text. The parameters in the standard model must be modified to handle this nonradiative flux
1231Robert S. Knox
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Table II. Temperatures, albedo, and fluxes resulting from the standard model, three attempts to inc
adequate nonradiative flow within the confines of the two-layer model, and the maximal warming case. P
eters are defined in the text, and the calculations are discussed in Sec. IV. Subscripts on the partial de
indicate evaluation with all parameters held constant and equal to the values shown.

Quantity Units
Standard
model

Calculation 1
~seeksTE ,SNR!

Calculation 2
~seeks UVabs,

SNR!

Calculation 3
~seeks

compromise!
Maximal
warming

S0 W m22 342 342 342 342 342
f 1 0.080 0.011 0.224 0.090 0
g 1 0.890 0.990 1.00 0.965 1
h 1 0 0.297 0.298 0.117 0
r A 1 0.255 0.253 0.225 0.270 0
r S 1 0.160 0.04 0.234 0.100 0

TE K 288 288 269 288 331
TA K 246 257 254 252 279
albedo % 33.3 27.5 31.5 31.5 0

SNR W m22 0 102 102 40 0

UV→atm W m22 23 2.9 68 24 0
UV→sfc W m22 205 145 166 210 342

(]TE /]eC)0 K 114 126 154 122 82.8
(]TE /] f )0 K 227.4 242.6 230.6 235.1 241.4
(]TE /]g)0 K 64.9 71.2 67.4 69.6 82.9
(]TE /]r A)0 K 285.8 295.2 2100.2 292.9 282.9
(]TE /]r S)0 K 260.6 270.3 271.1 259.6 282.9
(]TE /]S0)0 mK/W m22 211 210 197 211 242
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The formalism tends to obscure the interesting fact that
ditional flux density originating at the surface is also subj
to the greenhouse effect and is ‘‘reflected to the surface’
infrared radiation by the atmosphere. To appreciate this
we directly modify the simplified two-layer model, Eqs.~7a!
and ~7b!:

SE52SA , ~7a8!

S01SA1DS5SE . ~7b8!

The solutions of Eqs.~7a8! and ~7b8! are sTA
45SA5S0

1DS and sTE
45SE52S012DS. The first solution illus-

trates the radiative disposition of the excess flux density o
side the atmosphere and the second illustrates the factor
enhancement of the surface flux density contribution to
surface temperature.

In applications of global temperature models, respons
small changes of parameters is usually of greatest inte
We represent these changes by partial derivatives with a
script ‘‘0,’’ which means that all parameters except the va
ing parameter are held constant, and all parameters are e
ated at their standard model values~or other values as noted!.
An important example of these derivatives is (]TE /]«)0 ,
whose analytical form is readily obtained from Eq.~68!:

S ]TE

]« D
0

5
TE

4

S0

SE

2g

g~22g!
5

TE

4

2

A12B2h12«
. ~8!

A complete set of analytical expressions for the partial
rivatives will not be presented because they are readily c
puted numerically in typical applications of the theory. Tab
II contains some important examples of the surface temp
ture derivatives.

The maximal-greenhouse value is obtained in Eq.~8! by
settingg51 and f 5r A5r S5h5«50, in which caseA50,
hys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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B51, and (]TE /]«)05TE/4, identical in form to the result
for the black-ball model! See Eq.~3! and the discussion fol-
lowing it. The reason is thatboth TE andDS are enhanced by
the greenhouse effect, as mentioned above. Rose’s app
tion of the black-ball model is not unreasonable for det
mining variations in surface temperature despite using a
face flux that is wholly inadequate for computing the surfa
temperature itself on that model.

The coincidence just described is only an approximate
for general values of the parameters, in which case Eq.~8!
must be used. Of greater importance is the nature of
derivative. Rose’s calculations imply a total derivative, the
being no other model parameters. Processes causing a
crease in « may also cause atmospheric parameters
change. Examples are changes in absorptivities cause
atmospheric pollutants, whether introduced geologically
by power plants. In general,

dTE

d«
5S ]TE

]« D
0

1S ]TE

] f D
0

d f

d«
1¯ . ~9!

In principle there are sources for which the terms forf , g, h,
and r A in Eq. ~9! are negligible. We defineclean energy
production as that which creates or increasesDS without
changes in any model atmospheric parameters. The sur
reflectivity r S is specifically excluded from the definition
partly because it is more easily controlled and estimated t
the atmospheric parameters and partly because atmosp
pollution is the principal consequence of power plants t
are not clean in the popular sense of the word.

One example of a clean source is the nonvolcanic geot
mal flux25 whose magnitude isDSG582 mW m22. It is con-
stant, not human-controllable, and will not be considered f
ther beyond noting that according to our modelDSG is
1232Robert S. Knox
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responsible for 27 mK of the current average earth temp
ture @use Table II: (0.082/342)311450.027#.

B. Human surface input

We now considerDSC , the contribution by civilization to
DS. Rose used 8 TW, the total 1970 world production list
by Häfele.26 We take data for the period 1980–1996 from t
U.S. Energy Information Administration as quoted in t
1998 Statistical Abstract of the U.S.27 Shown in the upper
half of Table III is the total power production for 1970,28

1990, and 2000~extrapolated!. The lower half of the table
shows similar numbers but with hydroelectric, photovolta
wind, and geothermal sources excluded. These sources
be traced to energy already flowing into the surface a
therefore are not formally consideredproducedby civiliza-
tion.

For the year 2000 our standard model predicts that
warming artificially produced by human activity will b
about 8 mK. Ha¨fele made a 30-year projection to 2000; h
his scenario become reality, we would have reached a
duction of 70 TW with a concomitant temperature increa
of 42 mK. Rose did not make specific projections, but argu
more generally that it would be very unwise to countena
large increases in«C caused by increased use of nonso
sources. The flavor of his argument is seen in Table
which is a slightly revised version of his own simila
tables.29 Rose was concerned with the prediction that
eventual factor of 100 increase in«C would bring a one or
two degree rise in the average temperature. There is no h
long rush toward this factor of 100, but any sudden availa
ity of large amounts of inexpensive energy would make th
calculations well worth our attention.

Apparently Rose did not apply any correction for sola
related sources and he rounded up the temperature pr
tions to the nearest order of magnitude, which slightly bia
the argument. To reach the ‘‘absolute upper limit’’ ofDTE

51 K, «C must rise to 0.0088 on the standard model, 2
times its 1970 value. Our year 2000 values of«C are such
that a factor of 130 is still required to attain the 1-K limit.

All of the foregoing numbers must be viewed in the co
text of the idea ofclean nonsolar energy. We have noa
priori idea how any major production increase will affect t
atmospheric parametersf , g, h, and r A . Many forms of

Table III. World energy production~based on data in Ref. 28!. The lower
half of the table shows the production obtained by excluding contributi
of solar, geothermal, and wind sources.DTE is based on the standard mode

Power
production

TW

Globally-averaged
flux density

mW m22 eC3104
DTE

mK

Total
1970 7.86 15.4 0.45 5.1
1980 9.57 18.7 0.55 6.2
1990 11.62 22.7 0.66 7.6
2000 13.11 25.6 0.75 8.5

Modified total
1970 7.47 14.6 0.43 4.9
1980 8.95 17.5 0.51 5.8
1990 10.77 21.1 0.62 7.0
2000 12.05 23.6 0.69 7.9
1233 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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pollution will increaseg and thereforeTE , but if r A were to
increase because of pollutants or cloud cover, one of
feedback phenomena that has concerned climatologica
searchers from Arrhenius to the present,TE would have rea-
son to decrease.

One or two simple connections can be made with curr
practice. A well-known set of predictions examined by t
International Panel on Climate Change is that the increas
concentration of greenhouse gases is producing a sur
temperature increase of 3006100 mK per decade.30 Let us
apply the sensitivity parameters of Table II to see how o
standard model would make such a prediction. If all of t
300-mK increase could be associated with the infrared
rameterg, then a changeDg50.30/64.950.0046 per decade
would be required, just over 0.5% of the current model va
of g. If this increase and proportional increases inf and r A
were to occur simultaneously, the predicted net cha
would beDTE5175 mK. Adjusting all the increments by
constant factor so thatDTE5300 mK, we have Dg
50.0079,D f 57.131024, andDr A52.331023, each hav-
ing increased by 0.85%. The infrared absorptivity has
dominant influence in this linear-behavior scenario and
UV properties are not negligible.

IV. SPECIAL TOPICS

A. Anthropomorphic and other millikelvin-level effects

We have seen that the surface energy release by civi
tion induces millikelvin-magnitude changes in the glob
mean temperature. How might such anthropomorphic effe
be identified? An analysis of satellite data appears to sh
that the average earth temperature, based on a 10-year
set, has a 7-day periodic variation with an amplitude of
mK and a peak on Wednesdays.31 The report shows no erro
bars and has otherwise been discounted,32 but we mention it
because it represents one kind of observation that wo
clearly signal the product of human activity. The connecti
between atmospheric CO2 content and the earth’s averag
temperature is very complex, and it is difficult to establish
causal link.23,33

There do exist periodic surface temperature effects
rise above the noise in the millikelvin range. At full moo
the earth’s temperature is 20 mK higher than at new moo34

according to a study that does include an error analy
and for which at least part of the amplitude can
explained.35 That part is attributed to the barycenter effe

s
Table IV. An updated Rose calculation of surface temperature increase
a function ofeC , clean surface energy input in units ofS0 . The compromise
model is the one called Calculation 3 in Table II and the text. Tempera
changes are given in K.

eC

DTE ,
standard
model
~K!

DTE ,
compromise

model
~K! Comment

1 77.0 80.2 ‘‘Life not as we know it’’
0.1 10.8 11.3 Major flooding
0.01 1.13 1.20 ‘‘Absolute upper limit’’
0.001 0.114 0.120
0.0001 0.011 0.012
0.68831024 0.0079 0.0077 World level, 2000
1233Robert S. Knox
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The earth is closer to the sun at full moon than it is at n
moon, which causes a variation (22DRES/RES)S0 in the
solar constant. The temperature variation due to this effe
considered in Problem 4. Variations caused by the IR
UV radiation from the moon are about an order of magnitu
smaller.

B. Placement of solar-cell farms

Rose contended that the increased use of solar en
would alleviate concern about«C rising to values dangerou
to life as we know it. In its operation, solar collection
likely to be a very clean source in any sense of the wo
The effect on surface temperature is not altoget
negligible, however. If solar collectors are not to affe
the radiation balance, they must be positioned in such a
that their absorption and reflectivity match that of the ori
nal surface. It follows that highly efficient collectors on
desert, where dry sand produces a reflectivity of 37%~Ref.
15, p. 47!, would add to global warming because of the r
duced reflectivity of the area. This effect may be made qu
titative, and we use it as an example of the application of
model.

Suppose that we wish to use solar cells to avoid the h
output of additional conventional sources in Rose’s criti
case of«C increasing by a factor of 100~causing a surface
temperature rise of 0.72 K on the standard model!. The spe-
cific goal would be to produce all of the additional power
solar cells,

DP5~«C
after2«C

before!S0AE59930.68031024S0AE ,
~10!

whereAE54pRE
2 is the earth’s surface area. We make t

simplifying assumption that the efficiency of the cells is t
same as that of the conventional energy source. That i
~say! 30% of the energy processed becomes useful work
70% is due to heat loss during that production, the numb
apply equally to the cells and the conventional source. T
same cannot be assumed of the duty cycles of the two
ducers. Solar cells are at least a factor of 3 at a disadvan
~8 h of useful sunlight is an optimistic estimate! and must
produce at least three times the power.

If an areaASC of reflectivity r S8 is covered with solar cells
of reflectivity r SC, the change in the average earth reflect
ity will be

Dr S5~ASC/AE!~r SC2r S8!. ~11!

The minimal required areaASC is obtained by making the
power absorbed by the cells equal to three times the requ
power, Eq.~10!:

S2ASC~12r SC!53DP5~3!9930.68031024S0AE ,
~12!

whereS2 is the net incoming UV flux density at the surfac
Equation ~11! assumes that all nonreflected energy is
sorbed, which is consistent with our surface model. W
S25205 W m22, we find

ASC50.0337AE /~12r SC!, ~13!

about 3.5% of the earth’s total area! The change of reflec
ity, Eq. ~11!, would then be

Dr S50.0337~r SC2r S8!/~12r SC!, ~14!
1234 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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which, for r SC50.1 andr S850.37 ~sand! becomes20.0101.
By the standard model~Table II!, DTE510.61 K. Choosing
deserts for placement of the cells would therefore defeat o
80% of the benefit of switching to solar. Again we remin
the reader about the clean energy assumption. No acc
has been taken of the risks that would accrue from fo
fuels and nuclear sources in making this comparison. T
are assumed to be as clean as the solar source.

C. Nonradiative transfer considerations

We address two issues relating to the robustness of
radiative transfer model if corrections due to the existence
nonradiative transfer are made. Can the model accommo
this process quantitatively and maintain reasonable radia
flux densities? Can the model even make definitive surfa
driven rising-temperature predictions if the nonradiati
pathway exists?

The two-layer model is radiative in concept and desig
However, an appreciable net upgoing nonradiative flux d
sity SNR of about 100 W m22 is known to exist in the form of
thermal currents and evapo-transpiration.10 This flux density
is nearly 1/3 of the solar constant and therefore dese
some attention. We have included it as an independent
rameter that essentially short-circuits the upward radia
flow ~see Fig. 5!.

Three series of model calculations were done to test
influence of nonradiative terms on our model. In the first,
goal was to match the surface temperature, albedo, and
radiative flux density as closely as possible, regardless of
effect on f , g, r A , and r S . In the second, the goal was t
model as many of the fluxes of the climatological picture
possible~Fig. 6!. In the third, we sought a compromise
which the surface temperature was matched and a reason
portion of the nonradiative flux density could be reproduc
In none of the three cases was any formal optimization al
rithm used, because the model’s few parameters have
hope of arriving at a unique and satisfactory fit to so mu
data.

Table II shows the results of the calculations. In calcu
tion 1, whereTE andSNR are matched, the albedo is rath
low because a very small surface reflectivity is required. T
UV atmospheric absorption must also be greatly reduc
Both of these contribute to a large amount of UV absorbed
the surface, which appears necessary to feed the nonradi
flows while maintaining the surface temperature~compare
calculation 2 in this respect!.

In calculation 2, the price paid for matching UV absor
tion to the climatological results and retaining the nonrad
tive flow is a very low surface temperature. This appears
be a direct result of the ‘‘short circuit’’ effect on the IR
surface emission. The atmosphere already has a lot of en
from direct absorption, and receives more fromSNR, so
much of the normal upward IR flux density is not needed

Calculation 3 results in a compromise parameter se
which a fairly good fraction~41%! of the observedSNR is
accounted for without sacrificing albedo, surface reflectiv
or surface temperature. Again the UV atmospheric abso
tion is low, but higher than in the standard model of Tabl
~shown also in Table II!. If a nonzero nonradiative flow is
considered absolutely essential to the viability of a particu
application of the two-layer model, then calculation 3’s p
rameters can well serve as an alternative ‘‘standard mod
1234Robert S. Knox
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The prediction that increased surface production inev
bly increases the surface temperature was very convincin
the black-ball model, and it is convincing in our treatment
long as the new energy is clean. However, consider a so
such that all of its surface releaseDS5«S0 somehow leaves
the surface by theSNR pathway. It might be thought that n
increase inSE and therefore no increase inTE would be
necessary. This hypothetical situation does not materia
because the dissipation ofDS by the atmosphere entails ad
ditional radiation to the surface as well as outward. This n
IR radiation, being indistinguishable from the rest of t
downward IR radiation, lacks a mechanism to reaggreg
into the upward nonradiative stream. It must return to
upper layer by an increase inSE , which then requires som
increase inTE . This thermodynamic reasoning can be ve
fied within the model by showing that the total derivati
dTE /d« is positive whenh5h01« ~see Problem 5!. Hereh0

is the value ofh before the new source was introduced.

V. SUMMARY

We have reaffirmed Rose’s quantitative estimates
surface-energy-driven temperature increases. Our m
shows clearly that these estimates are valid when certain
bal environmental parameters are unchanged by the en
production, and it provides a relatively simple way of asse
ing the effect of these parameters. Difficulties of modeli
aside, Rose’s message is preserved: When significa
larger amounts of energy are to be consumed, it will not
sufficient to consider only the chemical and physical chan
of the atmosphere and surface introduced by the energy
duction. The effect of thequantityof energy consumption on
the earth’s average temperature must be assessed as w
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APPENDIX A: MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS AND THE
FLUX DENSITY EQUATIONS

After reflection at the outer surface and absorption wit
it, the incoming solar flux density is reduced toS1[(1
2 f )(12r A)S0 . Upon the first upward reflection at the su
face,r SS1 returns toward the upper layer and (12r S)S1 en-
ters the surface layer. The upgoing part encounters the a
sphere, causingr Ar SS1 to reflect toward the surface and (
2r A)r SS1 to reenter the atmosphere. A second upward
flection occurs, then a second downward reflection, and
forth; the following assertions may be appreciated by set
m or n equal to 1 and then 2.

At the mth surface reflection,r A
m21r S

mS1 goes upward and
(12r S)r A

m21r S
m21S1 enters the surface. At thenth down-

ward reflection,r A
nr S

nS1 goes down and (12r A)r A
n21r S

nS1 re-
enters the upper layer. We compute the densities of flux
tering the layers by summing each of the above terms o
all positive integersm andn:
1235 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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into surface:

(
m51

`

~12r S!~r Ar S!m21S1

5
1

12r Ar S
~12r S!S15km~12r S!S1 , ~A1!

into atmosphere:

(
n51

`

~12r A!r S~r Ar S!n21S1

5
1

12r Ar S
~12r A!r SS15km~12r A!r SS1 . ~A2!

Here km[(12r Ar S)21 acts effectively as an enhanceme
factor for the energy deposited upon first reflection at e
surface.

All nonreflected UV reaching the surface is absorbed by
Therefore Eq.~A1! is ready for Eqs.~5! and ~58!. We sub-
stitute the value ofS1 and obtain for the lower layer

UV input to surface5km~12r S!S1

5km~12r S!~12 f !~12r A!S0

[BS0 . ~A3!

For the upper layer, this substitution does not finish the
because we have calculated only thereentering surface-
reflected flux. Of this flux, a fractionf is absorbed. Finally,
the first-pass absorbed amountf (12r A)S0 must be added.
The result is

UV input to atmosphere5@ f ~12r A!1 f kmr S~12 f !~1

2r A!2#S0[AS0 . ~A4!

It is suggested that a flow diagram be constructed in conn
tion with this standard multiple-reflection calculation.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
AS EXERCISES „WITH SOLUTIONS …

1. ~a! Consider the two-layer greenhouse model with
UV reflection and no nonradiative flux density for the ca
f 51/2 andg51/2. Complete a flow diagram similar to Fig
2, 4, or 6, preferably without solving any equations. Ta
S05342 W m22. Read part~b! of the question for a hint.~b!
Using the kinetic equations, Eqs.~4a! and ~4b!, prove that
the surface temperature is equal to that of the black-
model for all values off wheng5 f .

Answer: ~a! Becausef 51/2, the incoming flux density of
342 is equally divided between absorption in the atmosph
and at the surface. Similarly, becauseg51/2, the flux leav-
ing the surface will be divided equally between absorption
the atmosphere and a return to space. At this point one
that the atmosphere must radiate a total of 1711SE/2 equally
toward space and back toward Earth. The diagram if ca
fully sketched will suggest thatSE5342 is the solution; al-
ternatively, the solution may be obtained through the hint
through a simple balance equation involving the one
known,SE .
1235Robert S. Knox
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~b! For the case described, Eqs.~4a! and ~4b! become

f S01 f SE52 f SA ,
~B1!

~12 f !S01 f SA5SE ,

whose solution isSA5SE5S0 ; alternatively, a substitution
of the parameters in Eq.~6! can be made. In either case, o
is forced to deal with the meanings of all the symbo
Completion of part~b! involves associatingS05342 W m22

with the black-ball temperature 279 K, preferably comme
ing that the surface emissivity in the IR is assumed unity
the model.

2. ~a! Complete the multiple-reflection diagram describ
in Appendix A and verify all the expressions in the text f
the mth upward andnth downward reflections.~b! Find an
expression for the albedo, defined as the fraction of the t
incident UV returned to space by reflection, in terms of t
model parameters. Check your result by computing the
bedo for any of the models in Table II that involve nonze
reflectivities.

Answer: ~b! By our definition

albedo5
all UV leaving the system

S0
, ~B2!

and there are two contributions to the numerator. The firs
the amountr AS0 initially reflected from the atmosphere an
the second is based on the amount entering the atmosp
from all surface reflections, Eq.~A2!. Only a fraction 12 f of
the latter amount escapes and contributes to the alb
Therefore

albedo5r A1~12 f !2~12r A!2kmr S . ~B3!

The second term on the right in~B3! may be thought of as
‘‘an enhanced surface reflectivitykmr S that is modified be-
cause the radiation it represents must twice avoid reflec
and absorption by the atmosphere.’’ On the standard mo
the two terms contribute as follows: 0.25510.07850.333.

3. ~a! Return to exercise 1~b! and use the kinetic equation
to determineSA and TA for the casef 5g. Your result for
f 5g50 will differ from that quoted in Sec. II C.~b! Setg
50.001 and calculateTA for f 50, 0.001, and 0.002. Why
are there such large changes inTA?

Answer: ~a! Whenr A5r S5h5«C50, the input factorsA
andB are f and 12 f , respectively. Therefore, from Eq.~6!,

SA5
S0

g~22g!
@ f 1g~12 f !#. ~B4!

When f is set equal tog, one immediately hasSA5S0(TA

5279 K), solving this part of the question. However, t
function~B4! is discontinuous atf 5g50, accounting for the
different result when, as in the text, the origin is approach
along the linef 50. ~b! The results of the numerical calcu
lations are shown in the accompanying table:

f g TA ~K! TE ~K!

0 0 N/Aa 278.7
0 0.001 234.4 278.7
0.001 0.001 278.7 278.7
0.002 0.001 308.4 278.6
aMultiple-valued, depending on direction of approach.
1236 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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Wheng is small but nonzero, the large variations inTA as f
varies over a small range are easily seen in the mathema
From a physical viewpoint, the casef 5g5«, with « how-
ever small, corresponds to a situation very similar to that
f 5g51/2: Although most of the radiation is passin
through the atmosphere in both directions with no effect,
amounts absorbed from the UV and the from the outgoing
are identical. Despite the small amount of energy to be ra
ated, the temperature of the atmosphere must remain a
relatively high black-ball level because of its low emissivit
When f falls to zero whileg remains at«, the atmosphere
loses half of its input and its temperature drops to a level t
will maintain its own balance. Whenf increases to 0.002, th
atmosphere must now deal with about twice as much U
Since its emissivity is still small, its temperature must rise
maintain the steady state. In the present example, wheg
5« and f 52«, it is easily shown that the enhancement ov
the value for the casef 5g5« is a factor of (3/2)1/4

51.107.
4. ~a! Calculate the difference between Earth’s surfa

temperature in full-moon and new-moon conditions, taki
into account only the variation of the solar constant due
the motion of the Earth-moon system~the barycenter effect!.
~b! Find the temperature of the moon’s illuminated side,
suming that no heat flows to its dark side~a principal differ-
ence from Earth’s case! and that it acts as a ‘‘black ball’’
with 7% reflectivity.~c! Compare the amount of IR radiatio
reaching Earth from the full moon with the amplitude of th
variations in solar radiation associated with the barycen
effect.

Answer: ~a! Here one must first find the changeDRES in
the Earth–Sun distance between full-moon and new-m
conditions. Ignoring variations in the distance of the ba
center~Earth-moon center of gravity! to the sun, the result is
twice the distance from Earth to the barycenter, which can
computed as 2REM(mM /mE)'9320 km ~the masses are
those of the moon and Earth, respectively!. Because of the
inverse-square dependence of solar intensity at Earth,
have DS0522S0DRES/RES'(1.2531024)(342 W m22)
542.6 mW m22. From Table II, the resulting variation inTE
is 8.9 mK.

~b! If the moon is a black ball and may radiate from on
half of its surface, a straightforward modification of blac
ball theory shows that its temperature is 21/4 times 278.7 K,
or 331.4 K. Since only 93% of the radiation is absorbed
the moon, a flux reduction occurs. A further small correcti
~a factor of 0.995! results from the moon’s greater distan
from the sun under full-moon conditions. The final result
TM5325.2 K.

~c! If Earth sees the full moon as a 325-K blackbody, th
the ‘‘lunar constant’’ may be calculated by simple analogy
the model calculation of the solar constant~Ref. 1, pp. 111,
115!:

S0M5S0S TM

TS
D 4S RM

REM
D 2S RS

RES
D 22

. ~B5!

The various quantities have obvious meanings in terms
temperatures, radii, and distances. Their values areTS

55800 K, REM50.384 Gm, RES5149.6 Gm, RM

51.74 Mm, and RS50.696 Gm. The result isS0M

53.19 mW m22, producing~again according to Table II! a
contribution toTE of 0.67 mK, an order of magnitude les
1236Robert S. Knox
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than the contribution of the barycenter effect. Incidenta
the 7% of the moon’s intercepted light that remains as
will contribute at a level smaller by yet another order
magnitude.

5. By computingdTE /d« in the caseh5h01«, show
that global warming resulting from an increase in ‘‘clean
production of nonsolar energy cannot be defeated by ch
neling that energy into the nonradiative channel~see the dis-
cussion at the end of Sec. IV B!.

Answer. Only two parameters are varying. Therefore

dTE

d«
5S ]TE

]« D
h5h01«

1S ]TE

]h D
h5h01«

dh

d«
. ~B6!

The first term is obtained from Eq.~8!,

S ]TE

]« D
h5h01«

5
TE

4

2

A12B2h01«
. ~B7!

From Eq.~68!,

]TE

]h
5

TE

4SE

]SE

]h
52

TE

4SE

S0

~22g!

52
TE

4

1

A12B2h12«
. ~B8!

Sincedh/d«51,

S ]TE

]h D
h5h01«

dh

d«
5

TE

4

1

A12B2h01«
~B9!

and finally

dTE

d«
5

TE

4

1

A12B2h01«
. ~B10!

Recall that (A1B)S0 is the total UV flux density absorbe
by the two layers. The quantityA12B2h0 is therefore
highly unlikely to be negative in any physically reasonab
application of the model.~B10! is therefore a positive quan
tity, QED.

a!Also at: Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Roches
Rochester, NY 14627-0171.
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When the Japanese pitcher Hideki Irabu joined the Yankees last season, he...quickly became
known for...taping tiny magnets on his arms before games... . This season, Darryl Strawberry, Paul
O’Neill, Derek Jeter and Scott Brosius are following Mr. Irabu’s lead and wearing U-shaped
magnetic bracelets, which are touted by their Japanese manufacturer, Tsujimoto, to increase cir-
culation, ease pain, help balance and promote energy.

‘‘From what I’ve heard about it, it’s going to make me healthy and I’m going to live to be
150,’’ Mr. O’Neill said.

But Dr. Carlos Vallbona, a medical authority on magnet therapy, said that any benefit the
Yankees receive from the bracelets is mind over magnets. ‘‘For the magnetic field to work,
magnets have to be applied directly to the area of distress,’’ he said, adding, however, that the
jewelry did work nicely with the team’s 1996 World Series rings.

Joe Brescia, New York Times, August 23, 1998.
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